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Abstract

In this study, field investigations, genealogy searches, and document analyses 

were used to find out the family data of 62 families in the study area, and most of 

them can trace ba k to their original ancestral o eland. The native place of the 

family is placed in the histor a  dialect map, and then the spatial inductive reasoning 

is used to identify the ethic groups (theSouthern Min or Hakka) of the prominent 

family. Finally, the study analyzes the spatial form and distribution characteristics of 

the Southern Min ancestry, Hakka ancestry and their affiliated phonological 

communities. The whole research is based on the use of maps as research tools. 

The esults obtained by this research are as follows: the spatial distribution 

pattern of the prominent family in Shigang District of Taichung City nowadays, if 

compared with the government prefecture-level of the Qing Dynasty, Chaozhou 

prefecture( ) has the absolute advantage. Especially more than half of the 

family is from Dapu County ( ), and the ancestral homes are most located in 

the river transport hub of Han River ( ) system in the southern part of the county, 

which are pure Hakka speaking towns such as Gaopi Town ( ) Fen lang 

Town ( )and Dama Town ( ) at present. Obviously, connections exist 

between phonetic relations( ) and geographical relations( ). 

Including the L u Yuan-Long ( ) family at Tuniu ), the Lian 

Yong-Qing ( ) family at Nanmei ( ), and the Zhang Da-Jing ( )

clansmen that lived scattered over Jinxingmian ( ), Shigangzi ( ), and 

Meizishujiao ( ), all of them are of Dapu Hakka group. The Dapu Hakka (

) phonological community is highly concentrated in the area of the middle 

stretches of Dajia River ( ). It is very regional distinctive around Taiwan. The 

Sixian Hakka ( ) community of Jiaying Prefecture ( ) most moved to 

Dajia River tributary valley in the study area, which is the upper reaches of the water  

Shangkeng Creek ( ) and hishuike Creek ( ) near the mountain. 

Haiyang Minnan ), Raoping Minnan ( ), and Raoping Hakka (

)are close to the mainstream south bank of Dajia, the FT surfaces such as Shigang 

and Tuniu; and they are in good agricult

) reclaimed area are all in the main river valley of D jia River and out of the 

), which are over the Tuniu river terrace dthe Nanmei 

river terrace. Finally, the number of Hailu Hakka ( ) and Tingzhou Hakka (



) families are less, only scattered over the western half of the Shigang river 

terrace. The distribution of the above phonological community is affected by 

geographical differences, as well as geography, language, blood, and time series of 

reclaiming. 

The proportion of the Chaozhou Hakka ( ) (Dapu Hakka, Raoping Hakka 

and Feng Shuenn Hakka) and the Chaozhou Minnan ( ) (Haiyang Minnan, 

Raoping Minnan) family in the study area is quite high, and there is also a clear 

clustering in spatial distribution. Its ethnic structure may reflect the beginning of the 

reclaiming. Zhang Da-Jing and Anli tribe ( ) lead the land developing activities 

in the middle reaches of the Dajia River. In the process of moving eastward and 

through the links of geography, language, blood and industry, it is natural that 

Chaozhou Prefecture becoming the most powerful phonological community in the 

Shigang family, especially the Dapu Hakka as the main body . 
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